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Some new titles from Hans Zell Publishers - 1994

Dorothy Driver, Ann Dry, Craig MacKenzie, and John Read (comp.)
Nadine Gordimer: A Bibliography of Primary and Secondary Sources, 1957-1992
244pp - December 1993 £35.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-26-9
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 4)

Michael Mann & Valerie Sanders (comp.)
A Bibliography of African Language Texts. In the collections of the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, to 1963
468pp - January 1994 £65.00/$105.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-31-7
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 3)

Nancy J. Schmidt
ca.460pp May 1994 ca.£44.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-21-X

Bernih Lindors
ca.600pp July 1994 ca.£60.00/$125.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-16-3
(Bibliographical Research in African Literatures, 3)

Louis Tassie
Sub-Saharan African Travel Resource Guide
Volume 1: East and West Africa
ca.450pp July 1994 ca.£35.00/$50.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-45-7

Benjamin Nunez
Dictionary of Portuguese African Civilization
Volume 2: From Discovery to Independence
ca.432pp July 1994 ca.£48.00/$75.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-10-4

Philip Baker (comp.)
Edited by the International African Institute
ca.390pp October 1994 ca.£25.00/$40.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-36-8

Recently published:

Aaron Segal
(Cartography by Patricia M. Chalk and J. Gordon Steed)
An Atlas of International Migration
244pp 1993 £25.00/$40.00 cased
ISBN 1-873836-30-9
"...a tremendously valuable and interesting book." - Library Association Record
"...a fascinating work." - Library Journal

Bernice M. Kelly (comp.) & Janet L. Stanley (ed.)
Nigerian Artists: A Who's Who and Bibliography
610pp - 8pp full colour plates 1993
£95.00/$175.00 cased ISBN 0-905450-82-5
"Contains everything you ever needed to know about Nigerian artists, painters and sculptors...the ultimate reference work." - West Africa
"Kelly's massive and impeccably professional book offers a welcome introduction to Nigeria's artists,...the entries contain a wealth of information." - Choice

John McLain
592pp 1993 £75.00/$125.00 cased
ISBN 0-905450-45-4
(Regional Reference Guides, 1)
"...an essential tool of fundamental importance for all Africans librarians and scholars." - Africana Libraries Newsletter
"...a tool Africanists cannot do without...this masterful reference is highly recommended for all scholarly collections, not just for African studies." - Library Journal

Gordon Graham
As I Was Saying: Essays on the International Book Business
269pp 1993 £16.95/$28.00 pp
ISBN 1-873836-03-5
(Hans Zell Studies on Publishing, 2)
"...an indispensable one must...buy, borrow, or, if you absolutely must, steal this book." - The Bookseller
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Hans Zell Publishing. "A tradition of excellence in African studies reference sources". Call Us: 555-555-1234. Our publishing activities have now ceased, and we regret we are unable to consider any further publishing proposals. However, we intend to continue to maintain a modest Web presence, and these new Web pages provide some background about our past activities, details of backlist titles still in print, reviews of recent titles, as well as some other documents. Also included are links to articles and papers by Hans Zell on topics relating to publishing and book development in Africa, as well as an extensive links section to organizations, groups and associations that are active and/or supportive of African publishing and the "book chain". Publishing and Book Development in Sub-Saharan Africa: An Annotated Bibliography (Hans Zell Studies on Publishing, No 3). ISBN: 1873836465 (ISBN13: 9781873836460). Other editions. Want to Read saving... Published June 1st 1996 by H. Zell Publishers. More Details Original Title. While books about anti-racism are trending on Goodreads and dominating the bestseller lists right now, some of our favorite Black authors are a... Add some now. Company. About us. Hans Zell is on Facebook. To connect with Hans Zell and others you may know. Facebook gives people the power to share and makes the world... hans zell is on Facebook. To connect with hans, sign up for Facebook today. Editor and publisher; Publishing consultant. Favourite Quotes. No favourite quotes to show.